Dedicated
Fibre Optic team

Our in house, highly skilled team design,
troubleshoot, terminate, splice and test a wide
range of fibre optic applications from conventional
to blown optical fibre.
With over 20 years’ experience our dedicated
engineers have a vast understanding of delivering
reliable, fit for purpose communication solutions to
out client base.

We grow client confidence through our ability to
react to faults and our appetite to solve problems.
We always work safely and transparently to
increase your system uptime.
We have enhanced our fibre optic reputation both
within the UK and overseas due to our proven
ability, core competencies and standing as a

As a true systems Integrator, Boulting Technology

leading industrial network specialist.

provide both unbiased and unprecedented
knowledge of optical fibre solutions across all
industries.
We specifically add value through early
engagement with our clients to deliver network
strategy, systems assessment, migration planning,
design, implementation and project management
to transform networks irrespective of environment
and application.
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Dedicated
Fibre Optic team

Boulting Technology Fibre Optic Cabling
installation portfolio

We understand that your business depends on
efficient, fast and reliable communication solutions
for your network.



Our depth and breadth of knowledge on the

Multi-Mode cables
(OM1, OM2, OM3 and OM4)

application of tailored fibre optic solutions makes



Single mode cables (OS1 and OS2)

Boulting Technology unique.



Tight buffered and Loose Tube constructions

By understanding our clients’ systems and primary



Pre-Terminated solutions

needs, whether IT, OT or a converged



Internal, External and Universal sheath

environment, our ability to offer independent

options

advice and experience makes the difference.



Plastic Optical Fibres (POF)

As cabling systems becomes larger and the need



Rodent resistant CSTA and steel wire

to transmit data securely at ever increasing rates

armoured bales for harsh environments

becomes greater, the case for fibre optic cabling



Fibre to the desk (FTTD)

becomes more relevant.



ST, SC, MT-RJ, LC terminations

Whether it is used as a vertical back bone or to



Blown Fibre solutions

link buildings across a campus, fibre optic cabling



Tier-1 Optical Testing (ILM)

offers a secure, robust, resilient and cost effective



Tier-2 Optical Testing (OTDR)



Bi-Directional, dual wavelength testing



Pre-Installation / Post-Installation testing

Our clients trust our knowledge and expertise for



Optical performance testing

consistent delivery of high quality service and



Dark fibre certification

solution.

products. With a track record of project
completion within budget and timeframe with

To find out more about why our clients come back

minimum disruption, you can be confident in our

to us time and time again, contact us today.

delivery.
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